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(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To execute stable tracking control by including plural continuously

arranged sectors in tracks and recording the information scrambled in accordance with

the initial value meeting the value of the identification information for identifying

sector positions in these sectors.

CONSTITUTION: User data is sent from a user data delivery device 501, such as

magnetic disk, to an address imparting circuit 502,where the data is segmented by

every 2048B and the information on sector addresses and sub-codes is imparted to the

respective tops. The data is then sent to an ECC conversion circuit 503. This ECC

conversion circuit 503 converts the data to code words and transfers the data

successively from above the patterns of the converted code words to a scramble circuit

504. The data is subjected to scramble processing and randomized in the circuit 504.

This data is sent to a modulation circuit 505. This modulation circuit 505 modulates the

data by a determined modulation system and sends the data to a frame for matter

circuit 506, where the data sent thereto is segmented and rethink patterns and frame

addresses are imparted to the top and further, post-amble signals are added to the tails

to complete the format of the recording data. The completed recording data is sent to a

recorder.

* NOTICES *

JP0 and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.



1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect

the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]An optical information storage carrier on which it is an optical information

storage carrier and information by which scramble was carried out to a sector of this

plurality based on an initial value according to a value of identification information

which identifies a sector position including a sector by which this track has been

arranged continuously [ plurality ] is recorded, comprising:

A disc-like substrate.

At least one track formed in the surface of this board at spiral shape or concentric

circle shape.

[Claim 2]An optical information storage carrier of claim 1 into which said initial value is

changed for every sector of an appointed number which follows a hoop direction.

[Claim 3]An optical information storage carrier of claim 2 into which said initial value is

changed for every sector of 2
n
individual (n is a positive integer).

[Claim 4]An optical information storage carrier of claim 2 currently changed for every

sector of a number with few said initial values than a sector number per round of the

most inner track.

[Claim 5]An optical information storage carrier of claim 1 which said track is formed in

spiral shape, and a continuous sector number which identifies said sector position is

given to each of two or more of said sectors contained on this track, and uses this

sector number as said identification information.

[Claim 6]An optical information storage carrier of claim 5 into which said initial value is

changed for every sector of an appointed number which follows a hoop direction.

[Claim 7]An optical information storage carrier of claim 6 into which said initial value is

changed for every sector of 2
n
individual (n is a positive integer).

[Claim 8]An optical information storage carrier of claim 6 currently changed for every

sector of a number with few said initial values than a sector number per round of the

most inner track.



[Claim 9]It is the optical information storage method which records information on at

least one track formed in the surface of a disc-like substrate at spiral shape or

concentric circle shape, This track including a sector arranged continuously

[ plurality ] this method, An optical information storage method which includes a

scramble process of carrying out the scramble of the information based on an initial

value according to a value of identification information which identifies a sector

position, and a record process of recording information by which this scramble was

carried out to a sector of this plurality.

[Claim 10]An optical information storage method of claim 9 that said initial value is

changed for every sector of an appointed number which follows a hoop direction.

[Claim 11]An optical information storage method of claim 10 that said initial value is

changed for every sector of 2
n
individual (n is a positive integer).

[Claim 12]An optical information storage method of claim 10 currently changed for

every sector of a number with few said initial values than a sector number per round

of the most inner track.

[Claim 13]A process into which said scramble process divides said information

corresponding to said two or more sectors, A process of carrying out the scramble of

each of divided this information based on said initial value according to a value of said

identification information, An optical information storage method of claim 9 that

include a process of changing information by which this scramble was carried out to

this identification information into a symbolic language in which an error correction is

possible, and information changed into this symbolic language is recorded on each of a

sector of this plurality in said record process.

[Claim 14]A process into which said scramble process divides said information

corresponding to said two or more sectors, A process of changing said identification

information and this divided information into a symbolic language in which an error

correction is possible, An optical information storage method of claim 9 that include a

process of carrying out the scramble of each of this symbolic language based on said

initial value according to a value of this identification information, and this information

is recorded on each of a sector of this plurality in said record process in the form of

this symbolic language by which scramble was carried out.

[Claim 15]Said track is formed in spiral shape and a continuous sector number which

identifies said sector position is given to each of two or more of said sectors

contained on this track, An optical information storage method of claim 9 which

carries out the scramble of said information based on a shift register series which

makes an initial value a value corresponding to this sector number.



[Claim 16]An optical information storage method of claim 15 that said initial value is

changed for every sector of an appointed number which follows a hoop direction.

[Claim 17]An optical information storage method of claim 16 that said initial value is

changed for every sector of 2
n
individual (n is a positive integer).

[Claim 18]An optical information storage method of claim 16 currently changed for

every sector of a number with few said initial values than a sector number per round

of the most inner track.

[Claim 19]A process into which said scramble process divides said information

corresponding to said two or more sectors, A process of carrying out the scramble of

each of divided this information based on said initial value according to a value of said

identification information, An optical information storage method of claim 15 that

include a process of changing information by which this scramble was carried out to

this identification information into a symbolic language in which an error correction is

possible, and information changed into this symbolic language is recorded on each of a

sector of this plurality in said record process.

[Claim 20]A process into which said scramble process divides said information

corresponding to said two or more sectors, A process of changing said identification

information and this divided information into a symbolic language in which an error

correction is possible, An optical information storage method of claim 15 that include

a process of carrying out the scramble of each of this symbolic language based on

said initial value according to a value of this identification information, and this

information is recorded on each of a sector of this plurality in said record process in

the form of this symbolic language by which scramble was carried out.

[Claim 21]Optical recording playback equipment which reproduces information

currently recorded on an optical information storage carrier provided with at least one

track formed in the surface of a disc-like substrate at spiral shape or concentric

circle shape, comprising:

This track including a sector arranged continuously [ plurality ] this information, A

demodulation means which it is recorded in form by which scramble was carried out to

a sector of this plurality based on an initial value according to a value of identification

information which identifies a sector position, and this device restores to a

regenerative signal reproduced from this optical recording carrier, and generates a

demodulation signal.

An identification information reading means which reads this identification information

from this demodulation signal.

An initial value generating means which generates a value corresponding to this



identification information read by this identification information reading means.

A timing signal generating means which generates a timing signal which shows timing

which starts descrambling based on this demodulation signal, A descrambling means

to descramble this demodulation signal based on numerals which a descrambling coder

which answers this timing signal and generates numerals for descrambling by making

into this initial value a value which this initial value generating means generated, and

this descrambling coder generate.

[Claim 22]Optical recording playback equipment which reproduces information

currently recorded on an optical information storage carrier provided with at least one

track formed in the surface of a disc-like substrate at spiral shape or concentric

circle shape, comprising:

This track including a sector arranged continuously [ plurality ] this information, A

demodulation means which it is recorded in form by which scramble was carried out to

a sector of this plurality based on an initial value according to a value of identification

information which identifies a sector position, and this device restores to a

regenerative signal reproduced from this optical recording carrier, and generates a

demodulation signal.

An error correction means which corrects an error contained in this demodulation

signal, and generates information that it corrects.

An identification information reading means which reads this identification information

in this information that it corrects.

An initial value generating means which generates a value corresponding to this

identification information read by this identification information reading means, A

timing signal generating means which generates a timing signal which shows timing

which starts descrambling based on this information that it corrects, A descrambling

means to descramble this information that it corrects, based on numerals which a

descrambling coder which answers this timing signal and generates numerals for

descrambling by making into this initial value a value which this initial value generating

means generated, and this descrambling coder generate.



2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application]This invention relates to the optical information storage carrier

and the optical information storage method of irradiating with the optical beam which

it converged and reading information, and the optical information reproducing device

using them.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]In recent years, since the optical information storage

carrier (it is hereafter called a record carrier) only for reproduction holds mass data

and is renewable, it is occupying a status important as a medium of the

variety-of-information data of voice information data, video information data, etc. The

further large-scale-izing of a record carrier or the miniaturization of the optical

information reproducing device which uses a record carrier is called for, and in order

to fill these demands, it is necessary to raise the storage density of the information on

a record carrier further.

[0003]In the conventional record carrier, the code track (a track is only called

hereafter) which becomes the surface of a disc-like resin substrate from a pit is

formed in spiral shape or concentric circle shape. On the surface (it is called an

information carrier side) of a substrate in which the track is established, the reflection

film which consists of aluminum etc. is provided by techniques, such as sputtering. In

the following explanation, even if it is one track of spiral shape, in mentioning the



portion in a radius position which is different from the center of a record carrier, since

it is easy, it treats as two or more tracks.

[0004]In order to reproduce information from this kind of record carrier, a record

carrier is irradiated with the optical beam generated from the semiconductor laser,

and it is made to converge on that information carrier side. The catoptric light from a

record carrier is detected performing tracking control controlled so that the optical

beam on a record carrier is located on a track. Since the light volume of catoptric light

changes with the pits formed on the record carrier corresponding to information, it

reads the information currently recorded by detecting change of the light volume.

[0005]As a detecting method of the control signal of tracking control, i.e., the track

gap signal corresponding to the position gap (it is called a track gap) with the optical

beam on a record carrier, and a track, the phase contrast method and the 3 beam

method are known.

[0006]Among these, a phase contrast method receives the catoptric light from a

record carrier with the photodetector which quadrisected into the cross joint and has

been arranged along a track direction and a track width direction in a detecting face,

and detects a track gap signal from the phase contrast of the sum signal of the output

of the detector which faces. The phase contrast method is indicated by

JP,52-93222,A and JP,62-20145,A, for example.

[0007]In the 3 beam method, it irradiates with a total of three optical beams of the

beam for reading, and two auxiliary beams on a record carrier, and a photodetector

detects the catoptric light from a record carrier, respectively. And a track gap signal is

detected from the light volume difference of the catoptric light of two auxiliary beams.

The 3 beam method is indicated by JP,53~1 31 23,B, for example.

[0008]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]The information storage density on a

record carrier is decided by the pitch of a track, and information density (namely, line

density of information) of a track direction. However, if the pitch of a track is

narrowed, the cross talk from an adjoining track will increase. If the correlativity

between the signal currently especially recorded on a certain track and the signal

currently recorded on the track which adjoins it is strong, a false signal may occur to

a track gap signal, and tracking control may not be stabilized. For example, when the

pit is crossed and recorded on the track of several rounds with the same spatial

frequency. Correlativity becomes very strong between the signal of the track in which

the optical beam is located, and the signal currently recorded on both adjacent tracks,

a track gap signal is disturbed by the cross talk from an adjacent track, and tracking



control becomes unstable.

[0009]Considering the case where a digital image is recorded on a record carrier, a

still picture and video are among the information which should be recorded. In

recording video, since the information recorded changes variously with time, it does

not generate a problem. However, when recording a still picture, the same picture (the

same information) may be gone across and recorded on the track of several rounds. In

that case, a mutually related strong signal will be mutually recorded between adjoining

tracks, and tracking control becomes unstable there.

[0010]Considering the case where the data of a computer etc. is recorded, generally

the track for several rounds of the peripheral part of a record carrier or an inner

periphery is used as a control area. CDC recorded on a control area includes the

information about the contents of record of a record carrier. In this control area, the

data of "FF" etc. is uniformly recorded on the free space where information is not

recorded, for example by hexadecimal display. Also in this case, the same information

crosses to the track of several rounds, and may be recorded, a mutually related strong

signal is mutually recorded between adjoining tracks, and tracking control becomes

unstable in that part.

[0011]The control band of tracking control is generally about several kilohertz, and if

the strong place of correlativity exists in this control band, tracking control will be

confused there. For example, in a position 35 mm in radius, when the number of

rotations of a record carrier is 1800 rpm, if a strong mutually related place exists over

several millimeters, tracking control will be confused.

[001 2]It is made in order that this invention may solve an aforementioned problem,

and even if the purpose narrows a track pitch, it is providing the optical information

storage carrier and the optical information storage method a good track gap signal

being acquired, and the optical information reproducing device which uses them.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem]A substrate with a disc-like optical information

storage carrier of this invention, and at least one track formed in the surface of this

board at spiral shape or concentric circle shape, It is a ******** optical information

storage carrier, and information by which scramble was carried out based on an initial

value according to a value of identification information which identifies a sector

position is recorded on a sector of this plurality including a sector by which this track

has been arranged continuously [ plurality ], and the above-mentioned purpose is

attained by that.

[0014]In a certain example, said track is formed in spiral shape, a continuous sector



number which identifies said sector position is given to each of two or more of said

sectors contained on this track, and this sector number is used as said identification

information.

[0015]In other examples, said initial value is changed for every sector of an appointed

number which follows a hoop direction.

[0016]In an example of further others, said initial value is changed for every sector of

2
n
individual (n is a positive integer).

[0017]In an example of further others, said initial value is changed for a number

smaller than a sector number per round of the most inner track of every sectors.

[001 8]An optical information storage method of this invention is the optical

information storage method which records information on at least one track formed in

the surface of a disc-like substrate at spiral shape or concentric circle shape, This

track including a sector arranged continuously [ plurality ] this method, A scramble

process of carrying out the scramble of the information based on an initial value

according to a value of identification information which identifies a sector position,

and a record process of recording information by which this scramble was carried out

to a sector of this plurality are included, and the above-mentioned purpose is attained

by that.

[0019]In a certain example, said track is formed in spiral shape and a continuous

sector number which identifies said sector position is given to each of two or more of

said sectors contained on this track, The scramble of said information is carried out

based on a shift register series which makes an initial value a value corresponding to

this sector number.

[0020]In other examples, said initial value is changed for every sector of an appointed

number which follows a hoop direction.

[0021]In an example of further others, said initial value is changed for every sector of

2
n
individual (n is a positive integer).

[0022]In an example of further others, said initial value is changed for a number

smaller than a sector number per round of the most inner track of every sectors.

[0023]In an example of further others, said scramble process, A process of dividing

said information corresponding to said two or more sectors, and a process of carrying

out the scramble of each of this divided information based on said initial value

according to a value of said identification information, A process of changing

information by which this scramble was carried out to this identification information

into a symbolic language in which an error correction is possible is included, and

information changed into this symbolic language is recorded on each of a sector of



this plurality in said record process.

[0024]In an example of further others, said scramble process, A process of changing a

process of dividing said information corresponding to said two or more sectors, and

said identification information and this divided information into a symbolic language in

which an error correction is possible, A process of carrying out the scramble of each

of this symbolic language based on said initial value according to a value of this

identification information is included, and this information is recorded on each of a

sector of this plurality in said record process in the form of this symbolic language by

which scramble was carried out.

[0025]An optical information reproducing device of this invention is optical recording

playback equipment which reproduces information currently recorded on an optical

information storage carrier provided with at least one track formed in the surface of a

disc-like substrate at spiral shape or concentric circle shape, This track including a

sector arranged continuously [ plurality ] this information, In form by which scramble

was carried out to a sector of this plurality based on an initial value according to a

value of identification information which identifies a sector position, it is recorded and

this device, A demodulation means which restores to a regenerative signal reproduced

from this optical recording carrier, and generates a demodulation signal, An

identification information reading means which reads this identification information

from this demodulation signal, and an initial value generating means which generates a

value corresponding to this identification information read by this identification

information reading means, A timing signal generating means which generates a timing

signal which shows timing which starts descrambling based on this demodulation

signal, A descrambling coder which answers this timing signal and generates numerals

for descrambling by making into this initial value a value which this initial value

generating means generated, It has a descrambling means to descramble this

demodulation signal based on numerals which this descrambling coder generates, and

the above-mentioned purpose is attained by that.

[0026]An optical information reproducing device of this invention is optical recording

playback equipment which reproduces information currently recorded on an optical

information storage carrier provided with at least one track formed in the surface of a

disc-like substrate at spiral shape or concentric circle shape, This track including a

sector arranged continuously [ plurality ] this information, In form by which scramble

was carried out to a sector of this plurality based on an initial value according to a

value of identification information which identifies a sector position, it is recorded and

this device, A demodulation means which restores to a regenerative signal reproduced



from this optical recording carrier, and generates a demodulation signal, An error

correction means which corrects an error contained in this demodulation signal, and

generates information that it corrects, An identification information reading means

which reads this identification information in this information that it corrects, An initial

value generating means which generates a value corresponding to this identification

information read by this identification information reading means, A timing signal

generating means which generates a timing signal which shows timing which starts

descrambling based on this information that it corrects, A descrambling coder which

answers this timing signal and generates numerals for descrambling by making into

this initial value a value which this initial value generating means generated, It has a

descrambling means to descramble this information that it corrects, based on

numerals which this descrambling coder generates, and the above-mentioned purpose

is attained by that.

[0027]

[Function]ln the optical information storage carrier, the optical information storage

method, and optical information reproducing device of this invention. The information

by which scramble was carried out to two or more sectors which were formed in the

surface of a disc-like substrate at spiral shape or concentric circle shape, and which

are contained on a track at least based on the initial value according to the value of

the identification information which identifies a sector position is recorded. The data

which scramble processing was performed by this and randomized is recorded on a

record carrier. Since mutually different data will be recorded between adjoining tracks,

correlation of the signal between them is reduced. For this reason, the influence which

the influence of a cross talk is randomized and it has on a track gap signal is reduced,

and tracking control stable even if it narrowed the track pitch can be performed.

[0028]As identification information used on the occasion of scramble-izing of

information, the sector number given to each of two or more sectors can be used, for

example. Since it is inevitably needed when recording data, a sector number can be

easily used as identification information. It is not necessary to provide the circuit for

generating identification information, etc. anew.

[0029]If the initial value in the case of scramble-izing is changed for every sector of

the predetermined number which follows a hoop direction, even when recording the

data of the same contents continuously, the data which scramble processing was

performed and was randomized is recorded on a record carrier.

[0030]If an initial value is changed for every sector of 2
n
individual (n is a positive

integer), the composition of an initial value generation circuit can be simplified.



[0031 ]If an initial value is changed for a number smaller than the sector number per

round of the most inner track of every sectors, even if it is a case where the

information on the same contents as a most-inner-circumference part is recorded

continuously, the data actually recorded will be randomized certainly.

[0032]After dividing information corresponding to two or more sectors and

scramble-izing each of the divided information in the record of information by which

scramble was carried out based on the initial value according to the value of

identification information first, the information by which scramble was carried out to

identification information may be changed into the symbolic language in which an error

correction is possible. In this case, the information changed into the symbolic

language is recorded on each of two or more sectors. Since an address is read by this

after performing an error correction when reading information in an optical information

storage carrier, although the time which reading of an address takes becomes long a

little, even if an error arises to information by dropout etc., it is corrected correctly.

Therefore, an address can be read with very sufficient reliability and it can descramble

certainly.

[0033]Or after dividing information in the record of information by which scramble was

carried out corresponding to two or more sectors, The portion except identification

information may be scramble-ized based on the initial value according to the value of

each identification information among the symbolic languages obtained by changing

identification information and the divided information into the symbolic language in

which an error correction is possible in advance of scramble processing. Thereby,

when reading information in an optical information storage carrier, an address can be

read only by getting over, therefore high-speed search can be performed, and a mass

memory is not needed for reading an address.

[0034]

[Example]

(Example 1) With reference to drawing 1 - 10, the 1st example of this invention is

described hereafter.

[0035] Drawing 1 is an outline top view of the record carrier of this invention. On the

surface of the disc-like record carrier 101, the track 102 with which information was

recorded with the gestalt of the pit is formed at spiral shape. Information is recorded

by a CLV (Constant Linear Velocity) method which becomes fixed at the position of

the radial direction on the record carrier 101 regardless of the information density per

unit length on the track 102, i.e., line density. In mentioning the portion in a radius

position which is different from the center of a record carrier even if it is one track of



spiral shape as stated also in advance, since it is easy, it treats as two or more tracks.

[0036]The format of the information currently recorded on the track 102 on the

record carrier 101 is explained in detail with reference to drawing 2 (a) - (d).

[0037] Drawing 2 (a) is a track-format figure. Two or more sectors (S lf S 2 ,
S3 ,

S n ,

Sn+1 ) which are recording information are continuously formed in the track 102 in

the format with same each.

[0038] Drawing 2 (b) shows the format of one sector (for example, 1st sector S^. From

a total of 60 frames FR01-FR60, one sector becomes and each frame, It comprises

the frame address fields FA01-FA60, the information areas INF01-INF60, and the

postamble fields PA01-PA60 for identifying the rethink mark areas RS01-RS60 for

taking a frame synchronization at the time of reproduction, and a frame position. Each

of each of the rethink mark areas RS01-RS60 and each capacity of the frame address

fields FA01-FA60 is converted into the data of the information areas INF01-INF60,

and is the length of 1B (byte). Each capacity of the information areas INF01-INF60 is

40B.

[0039]Although many pits may be established in the postamble fields PA01-PA60, 1-2

pits are formed typically. For example, if it sets a channel clock to T in recording

information with the RLL (1, 7) modulation method (coding which changes 8-bit data

into 12 channel bits) known as a run length Limited code, The length of a pit or the

space interval between pits is set to 2T to 11T. However, each length should just

provide at least 1 set of combination of the pit and space which are 2T in the

postamble fields PA01-PA60.

[0040]Or since the pit of the postamble fields PA01-PA60 is for making easy reading

of the information currently recorded on the information areas INF01-INF60, it can

omit the formation.

[0041 ]The pit formed in the rethink mark areas RS01-RS60 is formed by a pattern

which does not appear in other fields included in a frame. For example, in the case of

the RLL (1, 7) modulation method of point **, it is determined beforehand that a pit is

formed the interval beyond 12T.

[0042] Drawing 2 (c) shows the format of information area INF01 of one information

area, for example, 1st frame FR, 01. Information capacity in information area INFof 1st

frame FR01 which is 40B 01. As shown in drawing 2 (c), the sector-address field 10

which records the sector address (header) of 16B for identifying the position of a

sector, and the data area 30 which records the user datum of the sub-code fields 20

and 8B of 16B where management information is recorded are formed.

[0043] Drawing 2 (d) shows the format of the sector-address field 10. The



sector-address field 10 is further divided into the 1st field 10a and 2nd field 10b, and

the address number IDO or ID1 by which the CRC code was given to each is recorded.

That is, the address number is doubly recorded on the 1st and 2nd fields 10a and 10b

of the sector-address field 10. Specifically as an address number, the sector number

continuously given towards the periphery from inner circumference is used.

[0044]To the sector-address (header) field 10, the data area 30 for 8 B minutes

except the sub-code field 20, and the information currently recorded on the

information areas INF02-INF60 of FR02-FR60 the 2-60th frame, among information

area INFof 1 st frame FR01 01 . Scramble is applied, in order to randomize data so that

it may explain in full detail behind. In drawing 2 (b), the field which is the target of

scramble is shown as X1-X60.

[0045] Drawing 3 is typically shown as an error correcting code (ECC is called

hereafter) after the outline of the arrangement pattern of the information on the total

2400B (40 per frame Bx60 frames) recorded on one sector was added to the parity

field.

[0046]The capacity of the original data recorded on one sector is the total 2080B

which added the sector address 16B and the sub-code 16B to the user datum 2048B.

However, "original data" shall mean data before being changed into a symbolic

language here. These data is interleaved per 1B (one B8 bits), and is arranged to the

original-data field 40 by the pattern of the line writing direction 104B and the column

direction 20B. Specifically in drawing 3 ,
original data are arranged in order in the sub

area 40-1 to 40-104 shown as the solid line in the original-data field 40.

[0047]The parity field 50 is added as follows to the data of the original-data field 40

arranged in this way. That is, in drawing 3 , the check point of 16B is given to the

information digit of 104B which constitutes the sub area (for example, 40a) about sub

areas [ which were shown by the dotted line in the original-data field 40 / 40a-40t ]

each. That is, ECC of the code length 1 20B, the number 1 6B of check points, and the

number 104B of information digits is formed. The check point given to each sub area

40a-40t is shown by drawing 3 as the sub areas 50a-50t shown by the dotted line in

the parity field 50. By this, the parity field 50 of 320B is given to the original data

2048B equivalent to the original-data field 40, the symbolic-language field 60 is

formed, and the capacity of the information area of one sector becomes the total

2400B. The correction code constituted as mentioned above is a kind of a Reed

Solomon code, and is called LDC (Long Distance Code with a degree of redundancy of

16) of the relative redundancy 16.

[0048]The turn which records the information on one sector is explained with



reference to drawing 4 . Drawing 4 shows typically the format of the record data

recorded on the record carrier 101.

[0049]If 1st frame FR01 is taken for an example, it will be arranged in the direction of

the arrow 401 of drawing 4 in order of rethink mark area RS01, frame address field

FA01, information area INF01, and postamble field PA01. As already stated, the sector

address of 16B, the sub-code of 16B, and the user datum of 8B are put in order by

information area INF01.

[0050]Although one frame consists of two sequences, respectively, the 1st sequence

of the two sequences equivalent to 1st frame FR01 — rethink mark area RS01, frame

address field FA01, and a total — 4 B minutes of the sector-address field 10 of

information area INF01 of 40B and the sub-code field 20 are put in order. The

sub-code field 20 remains in the 2nd sequence of the two sequences equivalent to

the 1 st frame, andB [12], user data area 30, and postamble field PA01 is put in order.

[0051]following and the 2- the information on FR02-FR60 is also recorded on the

record carrier 101 by the same pattern the 60th frame, however, the 2- the

sector-address field 10 and the frame [ 60th ] sub-code field 20 are not in the

information areas INF02-INF60 of FR02-FR60, and the user datum is recorded

altogether.

[0052]As explained with reference to drawing 3 , the information actually recorded on a

record carrier is the original data 2080B and the check point data 320B of the parity

field added to it. the example shown in drawing 4 — the 1- FR01-FR52 record the

52nd frame of original data corresponding to the original-data field 40 of drawing 3 . on

the other hand — the 53- FR53-FR60 correspond to the parity field 50 of drawing 3 .

[ of frame / 60th ]

[0053] Record of information is explained with reference to drawing 5 . Drawing 5 is a

block diagram of the formatter device 500 which creates the record data recorded on

the record carrier 101.

[0054]An user datum is sent to the address grant circuit 502 from the user-datum

sending devices 501, such as a magnetic disk. The address grant circuit 502 classifies

the received user datum into every 2048B, gives the information 32B on a sector

address and a sub-code to each head, and sends it to the ECC conversion circuit 503.

The ECC conversion circuit 503 arranges the sent data, as shown in drawing 3 , and it

changes it into a symbolic language. And data is transmitted to the scramble circuit

504 one by one from the 1st row (left-hand side of drawing 4) of the changed pattern

of a symbolic language. The scramble circuit 504 performs and randomizes scramble

processing to data, carries out the scramble of the data except 32B equivalent to a



sector address and a sub-code, and sends it to the modulation circuit 505. The

modulation circuit 505 modulates data with the modulation method defined, and sends

it to the frame formatter circuit 506. The frame formatter circuit 506 classifies the

data sent for every 40B unit, gives a rethink pattern and a frame address to the head,

adds a postamble signal to each end further, and the format of record data completes

it. The completed record data is sent to a recorder (un-illustrating).

[0055]A recorder rotates the original recording in which the photoresist layer is

provided at the number of rotations which was in inverse proportion to the radius

position so that linear velocity might become fixed. And the intensity of the optical

beam generated from light sources, such as argon laser or krypton laser, is modulated

in strength according to the signal from the frame formatter circuit 506. It irradiates

with original recording revolving by the modulated optical beam, the pit of the pattern

according to a signal is formed, and information is recorded. About a recorder, it is

publicly known and the detailed explanation is omitted.

[0056]The composition of the scramble circuit 504 is explained with reference to the

block diagram of drawing 6 .

[0057]The scramble circuit 504 comprises:

Address reading circuit 601.

Initial value generation circuit 602.

M sequence generator 603.

The counting circuit 604 and the exclusive "or" circuit (peace circuit which makes 2

law) 605.

[0058]The address reading circuit 601 sends the address number which read the

sector-address number in the data sent from the ECC conversion circuit 503, and

was read to the initial value generation circuit 602. This address number is used as

identification information on the occasion of scramble-izing. The initial value

generation circuit 602 generates the initial value according to the received address

number, and sends it to the M sequence generator 603. The exclusive "or" circuit 605

outputs the signal according to the exclusive OR of the signal of the ECC conversion

circuit 503, and the signal of the M sequence generator 603 one by one.

[0059]When the data volume sent from the ECC conversion circuit 503 is measured

and sending out of the information for 32 B minutes is completed from the head of a

sector, the counting circuit 604 generates the start signal of scramble operation, and

sends it to the M sequence generator 603. That is, the counting circuit 604 functions

as a generation circuit of the timing signal which shows the timing which starts



scramble. The M sequence generator 603 is outputting zero until it receives this start

signal. Therefore, the data which will be sent from the ECC conversion circuit 503 by

the time the counting circuit 604 generates a start signal is sent out from the

exclusive "or" circuit 605 as it is, without carrying out scramble. On the other hand, if

the counting circuit 604 generates a start signal, the M sequence generator 603 will

generate the randomization signal which answered it and followed the initial value from

the initial value generation circuit 602. This randomization signal is used as numerals

for scramble. Therefore, from the exclusive "or" circuit 605, the scramble of the

signal sent from the ECC conversion circuit 503 is carried out, and it is outputted.

[0060]The composition of the M sequence generator 603 is explained with the block

diagram of drawing 7 .

[0061 ]The flip-flop circuits FF0-FF17 included in the M sequence generator 603

constitute an 18-bit feedback shift register on the whole, namely, each of the flip-flop

circuits FF0 and FF7 — the exclusive OR of an output is acquired in the exclusive

"or" circuit 701, and this is considered as the input of flip-flop circuit FF17. The

address reading circuit 601 reads the address given as a continuous sector number,

and sends the value of 7 bits (A3-A6) to the initial value generation circuit 602 from 4

bits of low ranks. The initial value generation circuit 602 generates an initial value

according to this received value of 4 bits. Since value A3 of the 4th bit of the low rank

changes every eight sectors, thereby, the initial value generation circuit 602 sends the

initial value which changes every eight sectors to the M sequence generator 603. If a

start signal is sent from the counting circuit 604, the initial value from the initial value

generation circuit 602 will be set as the flip-flop circuits FF0-FF17 which constitute

the M sequence generator 603.

[0062]The M sequence generator 603 of drawing 7 is a kind of a shift register series

generator, and is also called a maximum length periodic system sequence generator.

The series generated from this generator 603 is called a maximum length periodic

system sequence or an M sequence. The M sequence generator 603 of drawing 7

generates the 18th polynomial expressed with a following formula.

[0063]since the number of stages of a shift register of the M sequence generator 603

of H(X)=X 18+X 7
+1 drawing 7 is 1 8 — the cycle — n=2

18-1
, i.e., about, — it is 32768B.

Therefore, the data to 32768B can be thoroughly randomized by choosing an initial

value suitably.

[0064]Setting out of an initial value is explained below.

[0065]The diameter of the record carrier 101 shall be 120 mm, and let a portion with a

radius [ of them ] of 25 mm - 58 mm be a code track field which forms a track. If total



information capacity per one sector which includes 0.3micrometer [ bit ] /, a rethink

mark, a frame address, and a postamble for the line density of the information

recorded on a track at this time is set to 2530B, the length of one sector will be set to

about 6.1 mm. This length means per round that about 60 sectors are formed per

round, respectively on about 26 sectors and a periphery at the inner periphery of the

record carrier 101. As previously explained with reference to drawing 7 , the initial

value generation circuit 602, Since an initial value is changed according to the value of

4 bits - 7 bits (A3-A6) of low ranks of the address read in the address reading circuit

601, whenever the initial value given to the M sequence generator 603 changes the

value of the 4th bit of the low rank, it changes every eight sectors.

[0066]For example, it is made to correspond to the value of 4 bits - 7 bits (A3-A6) of

low ranks of an address which read the value which divided the cycle of the M

sequence generator 603 into 16 equally in the address reading circuit 602, When

presetting the M sequence generator 603 according to an address, even if it records

the same data, data is randomized over 128 sectors (=16x8). Since the sector number

per round of the record carrier 101 is about (it is a value in a peripheral part) 60

sectors at the maximum, if data is randomized over 128 sectors as mentioned above,

correlation of the record signal between adjoining tracks will become very low.

[0067]As stated previously, the data of a sector-address field and a sub-code field is

not scrambled. Since it is given after scramble-ized processing, neither the rethink

pattern space nor the postamble field is scramble-ized too. Therefore, correlation will

become strong if it exists in the radial direction of the track with which these fields

adjoin as ****. However, the length of a described area is 32B also in the sum total of

a sector-address field with most amount of information, and a sub-code field.

Since the length is 100 micrometers or less, it does not become a problem.

[0068]When acquiring the original information from the information by which scramble

is carried out at the time of reproduction of the information currently recorded,

namely, descrambling, a sector-address field is not scrambled because it is the

necessity of getting to know an initial value. On the other hand, the type information

etc. which show whether the information currently recorded is speech information or

it is picture information are recorded on the sub-code field, and in order to read

information in short time, without carrying out descrambling, it has not applied

scramble. However, a sub-code field may be scrambled. In this case, except that

reading of a sub-code field takes some time, a problem is not generated at all.

[0069] Next, with reference to drawing 8
,
reproduction of the information currently



recorded on the record carrier 101 is explained.

[0070] Drawing 8 is some block diagrams of the optical information reproducing device

800 in the 1st example of this invention. The optical information reproducing device

800 includes the demodulator circuit 801, the descramble circuit 802, and the error

correction circuit 803.

[0071 ]The demodulator circuit 801 restores to the regenerative signal reproduced

from the record carrier using the optical head, and sends this signal to which it

restored to the descramble circuit 802. The descramble circuit 802 reads an address

in the received demodulation signal, descrambles the remaining data except the data

of 32B of the sector-address field and the sub-code field, and sends it to the error

correction circuit 803. The error correction circuit 803 corrects the error, when the

error is included in the information sent from the descramble circuit 802, and it sends

out the corrected read data.

[0072]The composition of the descramble circuit 802 is explained with reference to

the block diagram of drawing 9 .

[0073]The descramble circuit 802 has the same composition as the scramble circuit

504 of drawing 6 fundamentally.

It comprises the address reading circuit 901, the initial value generation circuit 902,

the M sequence generator 903, the counting circuit 904, and the exclusive "or" circuit

905.

[0074]The address reading circuit 901 reads the sector-address number used as

identification information on the occasion of descrambling-izing in the demodulation

signal sent from the demodulator circuit 801, and sends an address number to the

initial value generation circuit 902. The initial value generation circuit 902 generates

the initial value according to the received address number, and sends an initial value

to the M sequence generator 903.

[0075]When the data volume sent from the demodulator circuit 801 is measured and

sending out of the information for 32 B minutes is completed from the head of a

sector, the counting circuit 904 generates the start signal of descrambling operation,

and sends it to the M sequence generator 903. That is, the counting circuit 904

functions as a generation circuit of the timing signal which shows the timing which

starts descrambling. The M sequence generator 903 is outputting zero until it receives

this start signal. Therefore, the data which will be sent from the demodulator circuit

801 by the time the counting circuit 904 generates a start signal is sent out from the

exclusive "or" circuit 905 as it is, without descrambling. On the other hand, if the



counting circuit 904 generates a start signal, the M sequence generator 903 will

generate the randomization signal which answered it and followed the initial value from

the initial value generation circuit 902. This randomization signal is used as numerals

for descrambling. Therefore, from the exclusive "or" circuit 905, the signal sent from

the demodulator circuit 801 is descrambled and outputted.

[0076]Although the composition of the M sequence generator 903 is shown in drawing

U), it is the same as the M sequence generator 603 shown in drawing 7 .

[0077]That is, the flip-flop circuits FF0-FF17 included in the M sequence generator

903 constitute an 18-bit feedback shift register on the whole, namely, each of the

flip-flop circuits FF0 and FF7 — the exclusive OR of an output is acquired in the

exclusive "or" circuit 701, and this is considered as the input of flip-flop circuit FF17.

The address reading circuit 901 reads the address given as a continuous sector

number, and sends the value of 7 bits (A3-A6) to the initial value generation circuit

602 from 4 bits of low ranks. The initial value generation circuit 902 generates an

initial value according to this received value of 4 bits. Since value A3 of the 4th bit of

the low rank changes every eight sectors, thereby, the initial value generation circuit

902 sends the initial value which changes every eight sectors to the M sequence

generator 903. If a start signal is sent from the counting circuit 904, the initial value

from the initial value generation circuit 902 will be set as the flip-flop circuits

FF0-FF1 7 which constitute the M sequence generator 903.

[0078](Example 2) With reference to drawing 11 - 14, the 2nd example of this

invention is described hereafter.

[0079]When the scramble processing in the 1st example of this invention explained

above reads information in the record carrier 101, if it gets over, it can read an

address, therefore can perform high-speed search. However, since an initial value is

not known when an address cannot be read, descrambling cannot be carried out and

the original data cannot be obtained. Therefore, the reliability of reading of a high

address is required. However, generally in the record carrier 101, it is difficult to

always read all the addresses by causes, such as adhesion of a dropout or garbage,

dust, etc.

[0080]In the 2nd example of this invention, even if there is adhesion of a dropout,

garbage, dust, etc., reading of an address can be performed correctly and explains the

scrambling system which can perform descrambling certainly.

[0081] Drawing 1

1

is a block diagram of the formatter device 1100 which creates the

record data recorded on the record carrier 101 according to the 2nd example of this

invention. The same number is given to the same component as the 1st example



shown in drawing 5 , and the detailed explanation is omitted.

[0082]An user datum is sent to the address grant circuit 502 from the user-datum

sending devices 501, such as a magnetic disk. The address grant circuit 502 classifies

the received user datum into every 2048B, gives the information 32B on a sector

address and a sub-code to each head, and sends it to the scramble circuit 1 101. The

scramble circuit 1101 performs and randomizes scramble processing to data, carries

out the scramble of the data except 32B equivalent to a sector address and a

sub-code, and sends it to the ECC conversion circuit 1102. The ECC conversion

circuit 1102 arranges the sent data, as shown in drawing 3 , and it changes it into a

symbolic language. And data is transmitted to the modulation circuit 505 one by one

from the 1st row at the left end of the changed pattern of a symbolic language. The

modulation circuit 505 modulates data with the modulation method defined, and sends

it to the frame formatter circuit 506. The frame formatter circuit 506 classifies the

data sent for every 40B unit, gives a rethink pattern and a frame address to the head,

adds a postamble signal to each end further, and the format of record data completes

it. The completed record data is sent to a recorder (un-illustrating).

[0083]The composition of the scramble circuit 1 101 is explained with reference to the

block diagram of drawing 12 .

[0084]The scramble circuit 1101 comprises:

Address reading circuit 1201.

Initial value generation circuit 1202.

M sequence generator 1203.

The counting circuit 1204 and the exclusive "or" circuit 1205.

[0085]The address reading circuit 1201 sends the address number which read the

sector-address number in the data sent from the address grant circuit 502, and was

read to the initial value generation circuit 1202. The initial value generation circuit

1202 generates the initial value according to the received address number, and sends

it to the M sequence generator 1203. The exclusive "or" circuit 1205 outputs the

signal according to the exclusive OR of the signal of the address grant circuit 502, and

the signal of the M sequence generator 1203 one by one.

[0086]When the data volume sent from the address grant circuit 502 is measured and

sending out of the information for 32 B minutes is completed from the head of a

sector, the counting circuit 1204 generates the start signal of scramble operation, and

sends it to the M sequence generator 1203. The M sequence generator 1203 is

outputting zero until it receives this start signal. Therefore, the data which will be sent



from the address grant circuit 502 by the time the counting circuit 1204 generates a

start signal is sent out from the exclusive "or" circuit 1205 as it is, without carrying

out scramble. On the other hand, if the counting circuit 1204 generates a start signal,

the M sequence generator 1203 will generate the randomization signal which

answered it and followed the initial value from the initial value generation circuit 1202.

Therefore, from the exclusive "or" circuit 1205, the scramble of the signal sent from

the address grant circuit 502 is carried out, and it is outputted.

[0087]In reading information in a record carrier, after performing a recovery and an

error correction, an address is read, descrambling is performed based on the read

address, and it acquires the original information. This is explained with reference to

drawing 13 .

[0088] Drawing 13 is some block diagrams of the optical information reproducing

device 1300 in the 2nd example of this invention.

[0089]The optical information reproducing device 1300 includes the demodulator

circuit 1301, the descramble circuit 1302, and the error correction circuit 1303.

[0090]The demodulator circuit 1301 restores to the regenerative signal reproduced

from the record carrier using the optical head, and sends this signal to which it

restored to the error correction circuit 1302. The error correction circuit 1302

performs an error correction to the received demodulation signal, and sends the

corrected data to the descramble circuit 1303. The descramble circuit 1303 reads an

address in the received data [ finishing / an error correction ], descrambles the

remaining data except the data of 32B of the sector-address field and the sub-code

field, and sends out read data.

[0091]The composition of the descramble circuit 1303 is explained with reference to

the block diagram of drawing 14 .

[0092]The descramble circuit 1303 has the same composition as the scramble circuit

1101 of drawing 12 fundamentally.

It comprises the address reading circuit 1401, the initial value generation circuit 1402,

the M sequence generator 1403, the counting circuit 1404, and the exclusive "or"

circuit 1405.

[0093]The address reading circuit 1401 reads the number of a sector address in the

signal sent from the error correction circuit 1 302, and sends an address number to the

initial value generation circuit 1402. The initial value generation circuit 1402 generates

the initial value according to the received address number, and sends an initial value

to the M sequence generator 1403.



[0094]When the data volume sent from the error correction circuit 1302 is measured

and sending out of the information for 32 B minutes is completed from the head of a

sector, the counting circuit 1404 generates the start signal of descrambling operation,

and sends it to the M sequence generator 1403. The M sequence generator 1403 is

outputting zero until it receives this start signal. Therefore, the data which will be sent

from the error correction circuit 1302 by the time the counting circuit 1404 generates

a start signal is sent out from the exclusive "or" circuit 1405 as it is, without

descrambling. On the other hand, if the counting circuit 1404 generates a start signal,

the M sequence generator 1403 will generate the randomization signal which

answered it and followed the initial value from the initial value generation circuit 1402.

Therefore, from the exclusive "or" circuit 1405, the signal sent from the error

correction circuit 1302 is descrambled and outputted.

[0095]As explained above, after performing an error correction, an address is read in

the 2nd example of this invention. For this reason, although the time which reading of

an address takes becomes long a little, even if an error arises to information by

dropout etc., it is corrected correctly. Therefore, an address can be read with very

sufficient reliability and it can descramble certainly. However, the memory which has

the capacity which needs to take the initiative in an error correction and descrambling,

and needs to make a memory once memorize the information on one sector altogether

beforehand, therefore is equivalent to the information on one sector is required. On

the other hand, such a mass memory is not needed in the 1st example.

[0096]When recording information, ECC conversion is carried out after applying

scramble. Therefore, scramble does not start the parity field 50 shown in drawing 3 .

However, since the parity field 50 is created for the data which scramble processing

was already carried out and was randomized, the parity field 50 is also randomized as

a result. Therefore, the cycle of an M sequence can be shortened and an M sequence

generator can be simplified.

[0097]The 1st and 2nd examples described above explain the case of the CLV

recording method which rotates a record carrier by ****** and records information.

However, this invention is not limited to it at all.

[0098]For example, the CAV (ConstantAngular Velocity) recording method which

rotates a record carrier with constant angular velocity, and records information, or in

the case of the ZCAV (Zoned CAV) recording method recorded as divide a record

carrier into two or more zones and the information line density of the track of the

most inner circumference of each zone serves as about 1 law. Generally an address

number comprises a track number which gives a number one by one radially by using a



round of a record carrier as one track, and a sector number which gives a number to

each sector contained on each track one by one in a hoop direction. In this case, since

a sector is radially located in a line and is arranged, the adjoining track will have the

same sector number. Then, an initial value is determined based on a track number, and

the scramble of the randomization signal is generated and carried out based on this

initial value. Correlation of the signal between adjacent tracks can be reduced by this.

Or the scramble of the initial value may be determined and carried out based on the

least significant digit bit and sector number of a track number.

[0099]The information capacity of one sector is not restricted to 2400B mentioned

above. The information capacity of one frame is not restricted to above-mentioned

40B. A frame address is omissible.

[0100]An M sequence generator is not limited to what is constituted with 18 steps of

shift registers explained above. If the number of stages of an M sequence generator

increases from 18 steps, a cycle will become long, and a cycle will become short if it is

made less than 18 steps. These number of stageses can be arbitrarily chosen with a

format or information density.

[0101]Change of the initial value of an M sequence generator is not restricted every 8

mentioned above sectors. For example, it may be the composition changed every

every sector or 16 sectors. What is necessary is just the composition which makes a

unit a number smaller than the sector number per round of the track of the most inner

circumference, and specifically changes an initial value. Thus, even when the same

data is continuously recorded by changing an initial value, the correlativity of the

recorded information between adjoining tracks is reduced. However, if the initial value

of an M sequence generator is changed for every sector of 2
n

individual (n is a

positive integer), the composition of an initial value generation circuit will become

easier.

[0102]The circuit which can be used in a scramble circuit or a descramble circuit is

not limited to an above-mentioned M sequence generator. They may be other

composition as long as it generates a randomization signal under a predetermined rule

to an initial value.

[0103]An error correction code may be CIRC (Cross Interleave Reed-Solomon code)

used with the product code or the compact disk. The signal which determines an initial

value is just the identification information which can identify a position, for example,

the time code which shows time may be sufficient as it.

[0104]

[Effect of the InventionjAs explained above, in the optical information storage carrier,



the optical information storage method, and optical information reproducing device of

this invention. The information by which scramble was carried out to two or more

sectors which were formed in the surface of a disc-like substrate at spiral shape or

concentric circle shape, and which are contained on a track at least based on the

initial value according to the value of the identification information which identifies a

sector position is recorded. The data which scramble processing was performed by

this and randomized is recorded on a record carrier. Since mutually different data will

be recorded between adjoining tracks, correlation of the signal between them is

reduced. For this reason, the influence which the influence of a cross talk is

randomized and it has on a track gap signal is reduced, and tracking control stable

even if it narrowed the track pitch can be performed.

[0105]As identification information used on the occasion of scramble-izing of

information, the sector number given to each of two or more sectors can be used, for

example. Since it is inevitably needed when recording data, a sector number can be

easily used as identification information. It is not necessary to provide the circuit for

generating identification information, etc. anew.

[0106]If the initial value in the case of scramble-izing is changed for every sector of

the predetermined number which follows a hoop direction, even when recording the

data of the same contents continuously, the data which scramble processing was

performed and was randomized is recorded on a record carrier.

[0107]If an initial value is changed for every sector of 2
n
individual (n is a positive

integer), the composition of an initial value generation circuit can be simplified.

[01 08]If an initial value is changed for a number smaller than the sector number per

round of the most inner track of every sectors, even if it is a case where the

information on the same contents as a most-inner-circumference part is recorded

continuously, the data actually recorded will be randomized certainly.

[0109]After dividing information corresponding to two or more sectors and

scramble-izing each of the divided information in the record of information by which

scramble was carried out based on the initial value according to the value of

identification information first, the information by which scramble was carried out to

identification information may be changed into the symbolic language in which an error

correction is possible. In this case, the information changed into the symbolic

language is recorded on each of two or more sectors. Since an address is read by this

after performing an error correction, although the time which reading of an address

takes becomes long a little, even if an error arises to information by dropout etc., it is

corrected correctly. Therefore, an address can be read with very sufficient reliability



and it can descramble certainly.

[01 10]Or after dividing information in the record of information by which scramble was

carried out corresponding to two or more sectors, The portion except identification

information may be scramble-ized based on the initial value according to the value of

each identification information among the symbolic languages obtained by changing

identification information and the divided information into the symbolic language in

which an error correction is possible in advance of scramble processing. Thereby,

when reading information in an optical information storage carrier, an address can be

read only by getting over, therefore high-speed search can be performed, and a mass

memory is not needed for reading an address.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is an outline top view of an optical information storage carrier.

[Drawing 2] It is a figure showing the format of the information recorded on an optical

information storage carrier, and as for (a), the format of one track and (b) show the

format of one sector, (c) shows the format of the information area of the 1st frame,

and (d) shows the format of a sector address, respectively.

[Drawing 3] It is a figure typically shown as an error correcting code after the outline



of the arrangement pattern of the information on the total 2400B recorded on one

sector was added to the parity field.

[Drawing 4] It is a figure showing typically the format of the record data currently

recorded on the optical information storage carrier.

[Drawing 5] It is a block diagram of the formatter device which creates the record data

recorded on a record carrier according to the 1st example of this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is a block diagram of the scramble circuit shown in drawing 5 .

[Drawing 7] It is a block diagram of the M sequence generator contained in the

scramble circuit shown in drawing 6 .

[Drawing 8] It is a block diagram of the playback equipment which reproduces the data

recorded on the record carrier according to the 1st example of this invention.

[Drawing 9j lt is a block diagram of the descramble circuit shown in drawing 8 .

[Drawing 10] It is a block diagram of the M sequence generator contained in the

descramble circuit shown in drawing 9 .

[Drawing 1 1] It is a block diagram of the formatter device which creates the record

data recorded on a record carrier according to the 2nd example of this invention.

[Drawing 12] It is a block diagram of the scramble circuit shown in drawing 11 .

[Drawing 13] It is a block diagram of the playback equipment which reproduces the

data recorded on the record carrier according to the 2nd example of this invention.

[Drawing 14] It is a block diagram of the descramble circuit shown in drawing 13 .

[Description of Notations]

10 Sector-address field

20 Sub-code field

30 Data area

40 Original-data field

50 Parity field

60 Symbolic-language field

101 Record carrier

102 Track

500 and 1 100 Formatter device

501 User-datum sending device

502 Address grant circuit

503, a 1102 ECC conversion circuit

504, 1101 scramble circuits

505 Modulation circuit

506 Frame formatter circuit



601, 901, 1201, and 1401 Address reading circuit

602, 902, 1202, and 1402 Initial value generation circuit

603, 903, 1203, 1403 M sequence generators

604, 904, 1204, and 1404 Counting circuit

605, 701, 905, 1205, and 1405 Exclusive "or" circuit

800 and 1300 Playback equipment

801 and 1301 Demodulator circuit

802, 1303 descramble circuits

803, 1302 error correction circuits
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T'fi, fg 1 ~® 5 2 7 U-A FR01~FR52jt>\ H
3 U i>'t;l/f-^W 4 0 tCftfSLT* U ^Vvl/x

-7£fBiiTSo -7A H5 3~lg6 0 7U-AF R 5

10 3~F R 6 0t>\ H3cD/^Jty-^5 OlCftjST

-So

[0 0 5 3] 05%#MLT, U!*©3EfiHco^TKlfl

tSo EI5t4. KSfittl 0 1 AUBiftSIBfiT-7
%{MfS7*-V-y7SS5 0 0£>7*D>;/7BT'£

[0 0 5 4] a—+fr-7«, IMrV7^f©a-f
r-*^aiSS5 0 lfr<57FbXtt#0£g5 0 2fCjM

x-7%2 0 4 8 Bf5£E#LT\ Zft^nofiMz*.
20 777FUXRlf9-7n-F<D'[f'rfi3 2 Bfctf^U E

CCSEB5I11K5 0 3fCiM5o ECCSSiNK5 0 3{i,

jg&ttTt fcr-*£g| 3 tc^-T «t

5

\CW\ L/T> ^
mi^ij (H4«fefi) ©±^e>, X7^y7;nn
ES5 0 4tCr-^^fE^fSo X7^77;HgSg5 0 4

tir-^KX75 > ^;l/ffl.a%Sfi LX v y#L{ct 5 fe

cDT-feD, •fe7^7FU-X&tjt-9-73-F{cffiS-r5 3

2 B^il^cf-^%Xi'7y7";l/L < ^fS[H£&5 0 5

tiMSo ^iSIHSS5 0 5«. ^fe&nTV^S^Ii^t5

30 r-*££aHLT, 7U-A7*-V«y*@K5 0 6K
jgSo 71/-A7*-V>y^Him5 0 6fct }MP>nT*

Sr-7^4 0 B^ttStg^LT, ^tD^agfC U 2/>

7/^7-7&tf7U-A7FL/X^M^-L,
€n<D*S(c4-°X h777;Hf^ ;&to^T, IBSr-7
£D7*-v-y h^jjScfSo ^b/clBilx-7(i, IB

[0 0 5 5] IBSSM«> 7tM'->'XH»6ti

J±0!lbfclaltK»TiaK***- ^LT, 7;I/=r>U—«f

40 S I/Hi 7 U 7° h 7 U--WMte»G»6»£"rS^lf-
A«®a%, 7 U—A 7t-"7'y^ HISS 5 0 6 D OfM

mcfcvxmmimmtZc %mznrcft\£-Lxmi

[0 0 5 6] X7777VHHISS5 0 4<D^^CO^T,

[0 0 5 7] X7v>7;HhIK5 0 4(4, 7FUXi'i*
^oniESe o k wmim±m6 02, m^jij^s

50 6 0 3, iftitel® 6 0 4 RtfSfffiWI6B13fl]InlK (

2
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[0 0 5 8] 7FUXR&ttD@B6 0 Hi, ECCg
^ih]s§5 o 3 i^jM^nr^x-^^ft-tr^^r

7F1/XS^§„ CKDTKUXS^tt, X^y7
/WfcKISLTttgiJflWfii: UTffiffl?n§o Slffiflt^^ia

is^bT, m^j«4S6 0 3K3SSo mmtmwto®
s§6osa, e c cs«@K5 o 3<D{mtumm%.
m 6 o 3 ofs^ t ©sfflswuaffitfieo fcM^ii^tH io

[0 0 5 9] ff$tfHS§6 0 4l±, ECC^IHSS5 0 3

§§6 0 3tCjM§ o tfcfc-S* I+85M6 0 4f±, X^T"

gi»6 0 4*«e^^f5tTlCEC Cgg§0 20

£85 o 3<fcD£e>nr< s-r-*a, x^7y7;^n
f*fc*©**»fl!l«llfflSfiIlHlB6 o 53&»626Ul«nSo

3+ideiss6 o Ammm^^t^t, umi
%^S6 o 3 a^nf<:jssLTtsaffifii«4[SK6 o 2 «t

E CC^0«S5 0 3*5)ie.nT<5i^X^7>

[00 6 0] im&m&m 0 scmeo^t, 07 30

[0 0 6 1] M£?IJ|g£t§6 0 3£#3:ftS7U>y77
P'y7[°]S§F F 0~F F 1 £{*1?1 8t£>y hOffi

I->7b^X^^LT^. tfcfc^ 7 'J 7 7
7O'y70KF F ORtfF F 7 <D*n^fttti?J©8Nffl«

fiaffi%pffiWimaffiiHisS7 o 1 Titr, cn*7U >y

7°7P-y 70SSF F 1 7 <DKflt UTV^o 7FL-XM
WX0IUSS6 0 Hi, affiLfc-tz**#*§£LTtt^£
ftTV37KUX*M#B{oT, Tf£4 t£>y Ffr6 7 t:

•y h (A 3~A 6) <Ofit**3Wffl^@lK6 0 2 tCjM 40

5o «J#HIf8£lHlB6 0 2H\ fTOo/iL04t*7h

A3t,Z8-bWnfc%<tt%<DX\ CftfCj;^ OTffl

^4t§6 o 3 tc}M£ 0 n-a@iK6 o 4 £ t) bmwb##3S
e»nr< it, wmm^m^e oz^^oMt^
M&?iJf§£#§ 6 0 3 zmtit?§7 U >y 77 a >y 70SS F

F 0~F F 1 7tC$£Sft?> 0

[0 0 6 2] H7®M$9J%£ffi6 0 3fcl:, ^>7 F Uv>

wrj¥ 8-55343
14

tm&ft%o coj84S86 0 3J:?)^n«PJ

IRWK^»6 0 314, ^"P^StiS 1 8

So

[0 0 6 3] H (X) =X'" +X ?

+ l

H 7 <DMmm^6 0 3 tt, v-7 h IsVXfiOfflSW

l *©HJHttn = 2" -U t%t>%m
3 2 7 6 8 BW. tM^T, 8BHfg%XySK3£C £

tCioTs 3 2 7 6 8 B$-e©f-^^t7y^
lt?Z£ttfX'%%„
[0064] mmmvmm^o^x, wTtstw-r*.
[0 0 6 5] HBiifif* 1 0 1 <£>E&& 1 20mratL
T\ ;e<D'5^0^S2 5 mm- 5 8 mm©g|5#£\ h7
yt*Bi8.?zmmb7v>ffl£t?% 0 cetts h

F> US/y^V— 7U-A7KUX&y,

#7h7>'
7>^£/c l fe?£$fcD0£flHR&M&2 5 3 o b

ttit. l-tr^*cQfi£a$J6. lmmi:45„ c«
ssa, nans^i o i ortjagi5T*ai^fefet)^2 6

f&zrizctzmxtZo 9t\zm 7 ixmrn l fe

J;7(C ™aH4HI£S6 0 2a, 7KUX«t*ffi0@
8S 6 0 1 Xm.mir>tc7 Y UXCOTfi 4 tT -y h ~ 7 If >y

h (A3-A6) <Dmicfcvxmmmzmt$#5<D
x\ Mmm%.mQ o 3ic5-z.ztiz>mm{mz, t&4

[0 0 6 6] 1^(1 M&?Ufg£§§6 0 3CDJSSI^ 1 6

H^Lf=ffi«r, 7FU7M^0IhI£S6 0 2-eiK^o
fc7 KUXOTffi4 e~>y F~7 H'-y h (A3-A6) <D

ffltcWJSS^ 7Y]yXlCJt^XUmm±^& 0 3%
•fV-ty Yt&i§&s raCx-^^IBSLTfe, 128
•feT"* (=16X8) KMoTff-^*^>^A{k$n
§o aHStflftl 0 1 co-Mi zmt, m±X6
o-ttzmm mmvx<Dmx&%) x&z<dx\ ±is

Ci^tl 2 8-fe?££frfcoTx-*tfv;y^.k{fc£

mV>Xl&.^i><Dt%:Z> 0

[0 0 6 7] mc&^rc&olC, ttZTYl'XffiWk
F^cDr-^lca, 7^^y7;l/?r*Ht*

V\ Sfc Ui/y^/^-y^^XF7y7;l'tB«
a, z?7y7Mt®m<D'mc<m-£n%<DX\ ^ao

If$Bl!b^^-by?7F PXfiiWRlf-U-73- KW*0
^•I+Tt 3 2 BTfeO, 0

[0 0 6 8] fc*5, t^y7FbXWcX^7>7/l/
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mmnx^smmimpmnx& % *\

[0 0 6 9] 08£#jSLT, IEilfSf*l 0 1 ± 10

[0 0 7 0] 0 8«, *^©SlO^SfiMtC*5tj-5)t
3*i£1fffiS£SH 8 0 0CO-g|3£O7n y?MT*&&o ft

^1f$Pi£SB8 0 0t±, «P0S§8 OK rX?7
>7~>tH]SS8 0 2&t;x^-lTIE[lISS8 0 3^tf„
[0071] «si0£g8 o i it, ft^v Y^m^xmn

mttfr^n^nmrnm^mmu c ©lam l/hh

|!J|¥§8 0 2 §tt$ofditS{B^fr£7Fl/X£M&
lot, ***7FUX^#Rtftf7*3-K^#©3 2 20

B <DT~?*m^tc® 0 £>t-?£tX7 5 y 771/U
x^-aTIElHlJS 8 0 3 iciM^o x^-fHEIUSS 8 0 3

tt, xX^^y^H?1^8 0 2 £9)£e>ftT<£lW«HC
x^-^^nTi/^^tii^cDx^-^iTIEL, IT

[0 0 7 2] fX?7 y7VHHSS 8 0 2 ©*fi!c{COV

[0 0 7 3] rX^^>7;l/0SS8 0 2tt,

6CDX7 7y7;KllSS5 0 4 tPlDWfLtS'),
7 K VT^mm #MfiJ§3« 9 0 2, 30

0 3, fHRHI8&9 0 4 SMlSWi&afc

0SS9 0 5 j;o«$n§o
[0 0 7 4] 7KUX^^D[5]S§9 0 1 «\ «IIHIS§

so i «fcDjMe.nT*sa8«#^e), fx^7>7;i/

™BfS40SS9O2t7KUXS^^5M
5o #Jl*MS£0Sg9 0 2tt, £#IRofc7KUX#*§

[0 0 7 5] fH&HI&9 0 4(±, «PH1K8 0 1 40

ftHfrP. 3 2 B^OlSffiOJMW^TLfe^t?, xX
* ^ yffrmttvmi&m^zfz^Lrumm^m 9 0

3fc£3 0 -r*t>-fes ft»|H!8&9 0 4«\ fX?7>7

%*stta*$"?tt**ai*UTv^o for, h-sh
K9 0 4^|lfltefB^^41-^S-et|gli0gS8 0 l <fc

016nT<5r-^t4, rX7^y7;b£nT'^<D
**SPffi!WIW»I@»9 0 5Ae6Sia2n*. ft 50

#tm 8- 5 5 3 4 3

16

M§9 0 4*«M^£^£-f5^ M^J»4S9
0 3«*ft£jS«FLT*3»!te8£lSe&9 0 2

IUSS8 0 l !b^255tlT< §i^tfrX^7V^?n

[0 0 7 6] M&?iJS££gS 9 0 3 <DMl&Zm l 0 fC^f
tf, 07{C*LfcM^J|g£tS6 0 3 kiRlLJ-eSSo

[0 0 7 7] t1it>%, M^iM4t§9 0 3K#$*l3
71) •y7°7P-y7°[HSSF F 0~F F 1 7tf\ 1 8

£-y F®»3^7FUS>X*£«Ji£LTV3o fftt)

7 U v 7°7 a >y 7°0£S F F ORZf F F 7 tD-tft^n

di7^©PffiWiiafn%p«fftaffi0SS7 o 1 t»bt,

cn*7'J v7p7n<y7°ISlKF F 1 7 (DXflt LTt 1

§o 7FUXSr^'9 0SS9 0 Hi, *RUH***#
^LTtt4£nT^37FPX£f^oT, Tfu4

t£ <y F fr5 7 tT y F ( A 3 ~ A 6 ) Offl**3^fil«^[a

SS6 0 2fC}M§o t9ffifl^|g|B9 0 2f±, ^m-itc

£<y F iJOfiB A 3{i8-tr^^ftttc^fb-rs<OT\ iinfc

WWffl5g4H]£S9 0 2«8-tr^^tt(C^{t-r§W

Wi^M^yl^'H^O 0 3 ES5„ Bfi5c[^S§9 0 4 i D

w^ft^j^jss 6nr < § k > w^ffl«4H]s§ 9 o 2 ^ e,

CD M^?ijfg4#§ 9 0 3 5 7 U -V 7°7

n>y7°[M]SSF F0-FF1 7 tC^ESftSo
[0 0 7 8] (SSSCT2) «T> 01 1~1 4*#!SL

[0 0 7 9] ±IBTUiWLrc*SI^<D^ 1 ©^jSWIt*
tt^X^^y7";l/Mi, IBiSSftl 0 l^Btf^B!

t> foT, Ka4««3WfA*- L^L*^6, 7F
UX*^Ktl*^#a-t«?Offlffi*sWP)*V^(DT% f
X 7 v > 7;l/% LTtE^x- ^ 5 c t ^t?£ft^.

5o L^L, —fflStc. fESfil*l 0 lT'lis Fn-y7°7

T, ^{c±T©7FbX?r0E^5Ck^HliT*fe5o
[0 0 8 0] *5SWO^ 2 <D^lSS$mi, F a -y 7°7 7

D^IESttcT-t, xX^^y^^fil^tcffx.SX^^
y7*;i/?3^giTO-r^o

[0 0 8 1 ] 01 lt±, *^d^2CD^ffiMfcLfc^
ot> ffiil?Bf*l 0 l±£fBS*Si3ST-**ffcR*
^7*-T-y^»fil 1 OOO/n-^lffeSo
k 5 i oymmm tm c*ias*fcttra-o#

[0 0 8 2] a-+fx-^tt> Iff^X^f£Da-f
r-^^mSB5 0 lfrP>7FUXtt4@$5 0 2tC}M

5>n^o 7Fuxtt#[o1£§5 0 2 ti. gttlXofca—

9

s
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f-^2 0 4 8 B«(Cg^bT, ZtlZtKDftmc-b.

^7F^X&t>W3-F©1f$83 2B£tt-$-U X
*7vy-?i\/m& \ i o iic&s- x^^vi^ggi i

o i itf-^icx^^yfjmm^mLx^y^L.itt
%t>(DTh*), *l>7$7 FUXRyWrn-FtcfflSt
53 2 B^^fcx-^X^XTVl/U ECCgft
@U&1 1 0 2fCj£3„ E C C^EIKI 1 0 2(4, S?>

nrt/cr-^^a 3 fc^-r* o \&m lt, ft

(Dm 1 y1J©±fre>, ^I$[h|S§5 0 5lCr-^%(E 10

jM-T^o ^fllUSS 5 0 5 (4, S&SnT^SglB^T-
f-^^flLT, 71/-A7*-Y7^@8§5 0 6 iC

m%a 7l^-A7^--V'y^[l]gg5 0 6(4, }M?>nT*
5r-*fc4 0 BWuStK^LT, ?©»V->y

[0 0 8 3] 7 ^7 v >7;l/tMlS§ 1101 (DlSfiittCOV

T, El 2O7n>y^0%*figLTlttWrSo 20

[0 0 8 4] ^^yffim^l 1 0 Hi, 7FUX§fi
HIK 1 2 0 1 , *WfB«40£S 1 2 0 2, Mmi
1203, g+»|pisg 1204 vcmmmmmiam

Sgl 2 0 5 J;»)gi?n5„
[0 0 8 5] 7Kl/^tt»%D@ei 2 0 Hi, 7FU
Xtt#IUS§5 0 2 J:!3)M&ftT#5ff-*frP>-fe^#7

Fl^XS^S^JjxD, WB^HSSl 2 0 2(Cft#

»ofc7 KUXS^fc&S,, Wffiffi«4[HlES 12 0 2

(4, ^^ofc7KlxX#^CJSC/cMffli^4L
T, M£yiJ5i£g§ 1 2 0 3 tSS„ PffiWrnSft^SS 1 30

2 0 5 ii, 7FUXtt^@$5 0 2<7)fi^i:M&ylJfg4

ffii 2 o 3<Dm^t<DmMtommmm-3rcimzim!K

[0 0 8 6] H-aiUKl 2 0 4(4, 7KUXtt#@B5
o 2<k»?^p>nT*/cx-^a^n-iij-r§t(DT*So

m&X\ X * 5 y7;l/«lf^cDffitem*^LTM^J
IS£g§ 1 2 0 3 tC}M§ 0 M£ylJ%4f§ 1 2 0 3 (4, CCD

ffS0E§ 1 2 0 4tfH»WB^*a4^**7?fc7 KUX 40

;I/£ft7fc*©*S^«aiJlSfi]|il»l 2 0 5 fremiti

?n§, -7?, tf-SStHKl 2 0 4ft«{I^«475
t, umm^mi 2 o aa^nt^Ltwwfit^
njsg 1 2 o 2 «t d osiiiiMifcfEo /c7 y?utm%*f%

LfctfoT, ^fl&WHafPElK 1 2 0 5 *^
(4, 7KUXf^0SS5O2^P»iMe.nT<5fS^^X

[0 0 8 7] fB8fi{*fre>1t&£fE#iR5it&fc:«, «
^Stfx7-griE«rfTofdit7KbX^M^D, Ifc 50

8- 5 5 3 4 3
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Tc7 K IxX(Cg^TxX*7V7Vl/£fT&o
T, 7C©1f«%f#So Cftfcoi^T, HI 3£#!$LT

[0088] El 1 3 (J, #8t!B©&2©iSfl^Jfc:fctt5

ft^efif?s3£gs 1 3 o ocD-gpo^ay^H-e*

[0089] ^sitas^sa 1 3 o o it, mm®®
13 0 1, rX^yTVHHlSSl 3 0 2&0:X7-fnE
0BS1 3 0 3%#^ 0

[0090] mmrnm 1 3 o ni, ft^y vzm^rm

fl^xv-fnEHHS 1 3 0 2(Ce£3 0 x^-fliElHlSS

1 3 0 2(4, £#3i-3fc(lBWa*fcX7-UiE*ifcU
ITIELfc-r'-^^xX^^y7;HlI£Sl 3 0 3(cS£ 0

xX^yTVHSSgl 3 0 3(£, Stt^ofcX^-fTIE
^#©r-*fr£>7KUX*0S#&oT, fe**7FU
XfR^&^7n-FM^3 2 BOf->*imi^a
9<DT-££7x^y7;PLT, i*8ivf-^4S

[0 0 9 1 ] fX^^HUffil 3 0 3<DMmz-0^
T, HI 4cD7'P>y?E!£#F,8LTH^T3o
[0 0 9 2] rX^yTVl/mSS 1 3 0 3(4, S*W(c

Eli 2 0X^^y7";Ksi?Si l o l fc|B|i;^*^LT
tJ»J, 7FUXf^WR (3[Hi&l 4 0 1, «fflfi0S4[I]Sg

1 4 0 2, M£yM£§§ 1 4 0 3, f+i&0Sg 1 4 0 4 R
twtiwttaftw 1405 iow^nSo
[0093] rvvT.m^m.'om^i 4 0 1 a> x^-

ITIE0ES 1 3 0 2 «fc»32Se.nT*««^5'fe^^7H
UXO#^£^Ifct>, SJWffl^40SS 1 4 0 2 (C7 F

UXS^SSo #Mfif£4[a]S§l 4 0 2(4, SttBJo

fc7 Fbxs^tjsi:rc™i^%4bT, umms.
m 1 4 0 3 «7J$ffi£jM3o

[0 0 9 4] ffiJtlElEgl 4 0 4f4, x^-|TIEIh]ES 1 3

m&?\ 7x ^

v

yyumft^mfeim*^lxu%
1 4 0 3 (CiMSo M^?ljf§4g§ 1 4 0 3 «, C

T, ftSSSSl 4 0 4*«MjGM3*58£*-S*"eicx5
-fnEinssi 3 o 2 j;D3M?>nT< sf-^a, 7x^
^y7;l/^tlf

:

fC^cDSS^ffiWlfflaaiHl£Sl 4 0 5^

*7§^, M^JS4S1 4 0 3tt*nt«aFLTSlffl

ffl%4iH]K 1402 i.trxDwmmicvt^rc^y^L.itm

frb&s x^-iriEiiiKi 3 0 2^e»jMe>nr<5{i^
^7x^7y7;^nrai7b?nSo
[0 0 9 5] W±KWtfeJ:5tc, *f£W<D$i2<Dmm

Mr-it. X7-ITiE*ffo fc«C7 KUX*K#ES„
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ft£&©0X Kn>y777r-^C<fcoT1f$g{;:X7-tf

£i;T&IEL<fnESnSo foT, ffii6Tffiffltti; <

(DflHWCfflSf«§fi* S ^ * U &gt*fc 3 o £

[o o 9 6] inmmmt&mat, z?yy7>i*fr w

7^ —Mis? 5 OK^Ts^yyf^m^^w L*1

l , -rt*tx*9>7;i>«yi£nr5y?Mtznrc?

[0 0 9 7] fithtKflLTt/c^lM^2 ©HM^J

L VlBii/^©l#fC^Tl^LT^3 0 LfrLfttf 20

[0098] mnmmxmmmm®mz-&x
liifB&SBIfrf3 C A V (Constant Angular Velocity)

t ft 3 J: ? iCimt5ZCAV (Zoned CAV) fEiWS

L/ch^-y^ ^-©-tr^S^^tf5<l ££ft

c <Dwmm*mc7>#j*i\:fmzf&£.Lxzt ? >7

X, Ts^yyyilLXh^o
[0 0 9 9] l-fe**©1S«gS«, ±)£Lrc2400
BfcWl£ftftl\, 1 7U-A©tf®S*i, ±$©4 40

[0 10 0] tfc, M$*|%£J8& ±SBT*KWbfcl
8S© 7 h U5?X*K «t t> T*J5R*n* feO

K

i-ntfjBJH*^ < * ^ , 1 8s£ d 7>ft < tnffia»w

[0101] tits un&m&mmmmasmtt* ±

#§H¥ 8-55343
20

TfciV^ Hf*^^ firtH©t-?"y^©-gISD©

-esnjif c©£ a tsjwflti&ss-rs c t\z^
x, mv?-*hmm.mami*n%m£x$>, mmt
% v tmxvmm'tmvmmmmmzn&o ten

[0102] sate, x^9y^in»ft*v'»«7?x^
vy7;n§i?stcTffiffl-efr§iHi^±> ±$©M£?ijfg£

75 yVhiumft^tz^xhtiii, {mm&x

[0 10 3] 3cfc, X^-fIIE?f^«> SWS^
ttny/^ hr-rX^TfflV^tlTV^C I RC (Cros

s Interleave Reed-Solomon code) fSoTti^o $

[0 10 4]

BBS©***] &LtKWil,1tX.5K. *f§HH©^S

mmimcm-D^xz. * 7 y7;u£nfdt«*saw
§ Q cntioT, x^^Hastfassn-c^y:?
Af£2 tlfcit-ZmBHfflf*±K IBli5n§ o BSff5

t ic%%<dx\ %<Dmx(Dim<Dmmm&WL'$rL
3 0 cvrztb, taxb-tvimmyZ'Mtznx
h y v ztnmmc^-z. %fmmm,i* n, h 5 -y ^

[0105] mm^^yyy'MticmLxmmm

* S#tt, r- * ©IBIKcl® LT*«SWlc«BK ft* t.

©r-fes©T% mwm$tLxm%icmx%z>o t
mmmztSLf&t&rctbtDm&KEz&ibrctbXM

[0106] 7s?yy-?Mt<Dn.(Dmm\mmi5mm

^MUbximt^^x^, xtyyfjitmtfmz
nxyy?i>{tisnrcT-zmmmfo±.icsm2ft
So

[0107] ®mm&2 n

m (m&iEomw)
mmmxrus, wmim^.mmmmmmtx^^.
[0108] mmm*. mpvnbyywim&rctxD



(12)
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[0109] x^^y^fi^titcmnmmichtc-o
x > $-rn»«**»o-i2^^twjESLT^fflL,

n ft itf £iiBijtPi<Dfitc js ctcwmmicm
c-vtx 7 v y^MtLrmz, mmmtx? v y?
>iietinmmtzmv itie nftg&flMtnic£& tx c *
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